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“A Palestinian Syrian Refugee, who is Arrested in the 

Tunisian Prisons, Launches an Appeal to Release him.. The 

Displaced Residents of the Yarmouk Camp in Qudseyya Area 

Demand to Return Back to their Houses” 

 

 
   

 

 Tow Palestinian victims due to the ongoing conflict in Syria. 

 The Yarmouk camp without water for 21 days. 

 Warplanes hovering over Khan Al Shaih camp. 

 The Palestine Charity Commission distributes the Eid clothes in the 

Yarmouk camp. 

 The Public Commission for the Palestinian Refugees in the 

temporary Syrian Government issues a statement about the Kilis 

Center Shelter. 

 

Qudseyya 
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Tunisia 

The Palestinian Syrian refugee Hasan Adnan Al Naemi launched an 

appeal through the Action Group from the Tunisian prisons after being 

arrested for 25 days under the charge of illegal entry to the Tunisian 

lands to the international, legal, human rights organizations and the 

Tunisian Red Crescent to interfere to release him. 

It is mentioned that the Tunisian authorities released three Syrian 

refugees who were arrested in the same charge while it kept Hasan 

Adnan Al Naemi in its prisons and didn’t officially introduce him to any 

court. 

 

Victims 

Zeyad Dauf Allah Metleq was born in 1973 from the Yarmouk camp died 

due to torture in the Syrian prisons after being arrested in 27/10/2012. 

 
Zeyad Dauf Allah Metleq 

 Subhi Hourani from the Yarmouk camp died during his trip from Sudan 

to Libya in order to immigrate to Europe searching for safety, security 

and the decent life. It is mentioned that Subhi was buried in the desert. 
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It is worth mentioning that the Action Group for Palestinians of Syria 

announced that since the beginning of the conflict in Syria till August 

2014, 37 Palestinian refugees died out of their camps while they were 

trying to reach the European countries to escape the tragic conditions in 

Syria. 

 
Subhi Hourani  

Recent Updates 

The Yarmouk camp residents are still suffering from the water cut all 

over the camp for the 21 days respectively in addition to the stop of food 

aids distribution by UNRWA and the electricity cut for more than a year. 

The residents complain of the running out of fuel, medicine and medical 

aids. In the same context a number of activists launched a campaign titles 

“We Want to Live… Thirsty under Siege” on the Facebook page in order 

to shed the light on the suffering of the Yarmouk camp residents due to 

the siege which is imposed on the camp since 437 days and the 

continuation of the water cut for 21 days respectively. 

Kan Al Shaih camp for the Palestinian refugees in Damascus city 

witnessed warplanes hovering coincided with bombing of the 

surrounding areas and farms. 

On the other side, the residents of Al Aedin camp in Hama suffer of a 

tight economic crisis due to the unavailability of food supplies but they 

still receive many of displaced families from all the Syrian governorates. 
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In terms of living, the residents complain of a severe shortage of the food 

supplies, medicine and fuel due to the siege that is imposed by the 

Regular Army. 

Hundreds of the Palestinian displaced families in Qudseeya town in 

Damascus city , who were displaced from the Yarmouk camp, demanded 

the Palestinian and Syrian parties to find a solution to their tragedy by 

braking the Yarmouk camp siege and entering the food and medicine to 

the camp and to allow them to return to their houses and properties. This 

demand comes in light of the security deterioration in Qudseyya town 

between the Opposition forces and the Regular Army which led to close 

the Qudseyya entrances and preventing the cars and residents to leave 

frequently. 

 

Civil Work Committees 

The Palestinian Charity Commission relief office distributed the monthly 

financial aids and the Eid clothes to the poor and needed families in the 

Yarmouk camp, the distribution included the orphan families, the 

wounded families and the missing families to alleviate their suffering and 

pain. 

 
Distributing the monthly financial aids and the Eid clothes 
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Turkey 

The Palestinian Refugees Public Affairs Commission in the temporary 

Syrian Government issued a statement about the refugee’s conditions in 

Kilis Center Shelter in Turkey. The statement insured that the commission 

followed up the affairs of the refugees since two months with the 

concerned parties to find rapid solutions for the families in the Kilis 

refugees shelter after the shelter was exposed to rainstorms which 

resulted in huge damages in the refugees tents. 

The statement referred to the need to transfer the refugees to suitable 

camps that are equipped with the needed basics to face the bad 

conditions and it became necessary to be secured especially that the 

commission is not able to tolerate the miserable humanitarian conditions 

which is increasing each day due to its limited capabilities. The 

commission declared that all its appeals to the Palestinian Authority and 

factions in Turkey didn’t lead to any result or interference to help 

hundreds of displaced Palestinian families in Turkey. 

At the time of no response from the institutions that consider themselves 

as national referentiality for the Palestinian refugees, the Commission is 

carrying the biggest load in following up the conditions of the Palestinian 

refugees in Turkey. It is worth mentioning that the number of the 

Palestinians of Syria refugees in Kilis Center Shelter is 900 refugees. 

 
Kilis Shelter in Turkey 


